Abstract
Introduction 1
The financial risk of commercial bank in transport business process mainly has the credit risk, the interest risk, the exchange rate risk, the fluid risk and the operation risk and so on, and the credit risk holds the special status among them. Evaluation and management of credit risks often get the close attention for the government, the financial organization, the business community as well as the academic circle [1] . The default correlation is relative to multiple companies' default. It is a probability that one company's default event leads another company's default event [.2] . The default correlation exists in identical industry or different industry enterprises, and is affected by external economy environment. By now, the domestic and foreign scholars have done the research on default correlation from three aspects: (1) based on structure model, from asset value research measure of default correlation [3] [4] ; (2) based on intensity model, concerning about the evaluation of default correlation [5] [6] ; (3) based on credit rating information, analysis different credit rating enterprise's default correlation [7] . It turns out that the Copula function method is a helpful tool to measure the joint distribution of credit risk. The joint default risk refers to many enterprises default at the same time, and it is a performance of default correlation. That analysis joint default risk is beneficial to value joint default credit risk and price the credit derivative product as well as the credit risk management.
In the application, the bank usually evaluates the joint default risk through asset correlation or intensity model of credit risk. The appraisal is difficult, and the efficiency is low. The establishment of a method to evaluate joint default risk based credit rating information is the highly effective method of valuing joint default risk for the bank. This paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we introduce the copula function expression of joint default risk based credit rating information. Section 3 solutes the weighting factor of the Copula function weighting factor. Section 4 calculates intensive parameters under the intensity model, estimates each credit rating's default probability in twenty years, and carries on the comparison with the Moody issue's each credit rating's default rate. Section 5 discuss some limitations and further studies of this article. The joint default risk with credit rating information is that two enterprises with the credit rating 
The joint default risk with credit rating information
.Thus the joint default probability of two enterprises with expressed credit rating information i R and j R respectively is:
are copula functions, and their combination is also a copula function [9] ,then measure the joint distribution function 
,named the default events of two enterprise is independence. Secondly, when
Named the default event of two enterprises is correlative totally.
Thirdly, when α and β vary in The follow section will compute parameter α and β by optimization theory at first. After that we calculate the parameters of default intensity and get the marginal distribution of default time.
The parameter of combinatorial copula function
According to the historical rating data and default records, we can obtain statistic default rate 
There is:
Equation （ 6 ） shows the relationship between the joint default risk and default correlation coefficient ij ρ .
We use Moody's credit rating data to compute the parameter α and β in combination copula function by equation (5). Because we can't get all default records of every credit rating, we use the some statistical data of Lucus, which is default probability and default correlation coefficient in 6 years term. Table 1 shows the default probability of every credit rating. Table 2 shows default correlation coefficient in 6 years term. According to equation (6), we can compute the table 3 shows all results. 
Take the data of table 3 into equation (5), and solve a quadratic programming problem, the results are:
Finally the joint default risk of two enterprises with expressed credit rating information i R and j R respectively is equation (8): ) ,
Obviously, we need ascertain the distribution
The default intensity of credit rating
According to the theory of default intensity [8] , supposed the default time satisfies the Poisson distribution with default intensity i λ , then the default We solve the equation (9) according to the data in table 1 and 2 and all results are in table 4 .
We compute the default intensity i λ by nonlinear optimization algorithm and the result is in Table 5 . For the purposes of comparing to the actual statistical data and testing reliability of default intensity in table 5, we use default intensity in table 5 to compute the default probability of 20 year terms (table 6). Table 7 is Moody's statistical default rate of 20 year terms. Table  8 is error's absolute value of Table 6 and 7. In the all time, the percent that the erroneous absolute value is smaller 1% is 37.5%, the percent that the erroneous absolute value is smaller than 5% is 76.6%, the percent that the erroneous absolute value is smaller than 10% is 95%. But in a short time, for example in 3 years, the percent that the erroneous absolute value is smaller than 1% is 83.3%. Apparently, the erroneous absolute value grows along with the term. It may be the only 6 year data using in our model that make this happen. Hence, the shortterm forecast ability is quite good due to the erroneous. Moreover, the higher credit rating's erroneous absolute value is smaller than the lower one. For example the erroneous absolute value on {Aaa, Aa, A} is smaller than on {Baa, Ba, B}.The reason perhaps is that the higher credit rating's risk fluctuation is slight, while the lower credit rating's risk fluctuation is strong. Table 4 .The distribution of default time and the joint default probability Two credit rating 
Conclusion
Due to the simple expression of event independence, the correlation, and the relation between them, the relative easy determination of the parameters, the good fitting with the actual data, we select a combinatorial Copula. At last, we use intensive parameters in Table 5 to measure the joint default risk with Moody's credit rating information under the default intensity model. Similarly, we deal with the other credit rating organization's rating information, for example Stardant&Poor or Fitch Ratings. The bank even can use the interior credit rating data to revises the parameter of combinatorial copula function or the default intensive parameter, and establish the corresponding joint default risk measure model.
The supposition of default intensive parameter keeps constant along with the time is one of the limitations of this paper. Although joint default risk measure error is small in the short term, there still a chance that not satisfy with the dynamic change of default intensity, and cannot obtain the small erroneous in the long term. Another limitation of this paper is that the model only considered two enterprise's joint default risk measures. Finally, how to measure three or more enterprise's joint default risk and how to enhance the long term forecast precision, are all our further studies.
